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Next Run 2208
Date: 27th Apr

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver: Precious

Hare: West Coast Hash

Co
None
Hare:

Theme:

ANZAC Day

Run Inglewood Oval, (Hamer Park) .East on Morley Drv, Turn rgt into
Site: Alexander drv, lft into Central Ave, Car park on right
Grub: BYO

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Bravefart & Boof
Upcumming Runs

Run

Date

Hares

Van Driver

2209
2210
2211

3 May
10 May
17 May

Tampax
GAS MAN
Screwdriver

DV8
E.L.F
First Offence

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with
Contact the On Sec: Donka : hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2207– Bardon Park, Maylands
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

Fit a glorius nicht for a run by the river, in the richest man in
hash’s territory. Fit an honir it is.
O ’ Aye, For any of U sassenachs who canna understand simple
plain inglish like what is ritten above, then there’s a wee
translation at the back o’ this Rag.
The Run:
41 or so M of H including a few returniks and a visitor, were first
called to order by RA, who is already stressing as he believes he
has too many duties to perform being the Hare as well. Welcome
to the real-world Cookie.
The GM C-Man slides onto the crate and immediately calls up
Capt Hook for his 1,2,3 & 4 of 14 drinks, for his 1400 run. Onya
Capt. The Hare, who has just been informed the directions by his
delegate Bravefart, tells the crowd to look for chalk – but not
much else (no flour, no paper and definitely no drink stop) as

money apparently is tight. So, F*^k off that way, says he. 14 or so runners along with a dedicated walking
group head off for the river.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks
With the GM balancing perilously on the crate (I hope it holds out), he calls on RooTed to speak on behalf of
the physically and mentally impaired , who after praising the RA for such a dry night (pissed down last time we
were at Bardon Park) he hands over to Biggles to tell his story. Turns out Biggles had an uncle that he had to
share a room with during a family get-together. Biggles was disturbed late at night and asks where his uncle
was going. His uncle said that he could feel a hard on and therefore was leaving to jump into bed with Aunty
Mary. Biggles said that he better come along as the uncle had Biggle’s c*^k in his hand. The P&MH were
invited to sit.
Capt Hook takes on 5 of 14, along with 8 mates to complete up to 13 of 14.
Visitors:
Shrek.
Returniks:
DV8, Pumpkin, Sir Kumsize, Scrotus, Flasher
General Business:
Capt Hook comes into the circle to complete his 14 of 14.
Popeye tells story of Capt Hook completing a river cruise on a Black Friday outing. They kicked on and Capt
Hook ended up explaining to the cops why there was a mountain of spew that he had managed to park on the
pavement. Only problem was that his false teeth were somewhere in the middle. Popeye sprung to the
rescue, borrowed a bottle of water from the police and extracted the said teeth from the uncontrolled pile,
which was taking up half of the pavement. What happens next, have echoed since the annuals of time, but
maybe MTM can enlighten those who are curious.
RooTed had also pleasant memories of the Capt in Bombay where, short of money, they dressed him up and
put him out on the streets to beg alongside all the locals.
Capt Hook receives his 1400 run badge and his song was sung with gusto, by the Hamersley choir.
Precious was anxious to give assistance to the crippled COOPS and presented him with his own walking stick
with Beer cooler and bell.
Barrelina was also in a benevolent mood and presented the GM with a new pair of Cod Fish slip on’s. Pity they
were 4 sizes too small.
Pole Polisher was invited to show off his new HOKA shoes. Bravefart was asked to join as he was the one who
made the purchase. Both had a welcome refreshing drink from a shoe a piece.
Accolade to Kazi for volunteering to take pictures at the joint run next Tuesday.
Charges:
Precious dobs in a fellow member for turning up late to a run a few weeks back, couldn’t find the bus but
followed the trail only to find Bullsbrook hash. Flasher, our arrows are shaped like a 4.

Kazi takes it on the chin and acts out a charge from Wimpy to the RA. Wimpy was not happy with the run
theme “Don’t piss on your mates “. There are no rules in hash and this sounded like a rule!!. so Wimpy / Kazi
decided that the RA should suffer the said fate. Kazi sprayed the RA with who knows what which amused the
circle …. But not the RA. Opps, I think I know where this is heading Kazi!!!
The GM charges Precious for not supplying instructions on how to wear the Hamersley clothing properly. The
week before Precious was seen wearing his shorts back to front and poor Buckley, who coming from
Zimbabwe and who had never owned a new shirt before, ran around with his shirt back to front.
Sheep Thrills made history by being mentioned in GB, Charges and WOW, all for the same offense.
Apparently, not being content with falling asleep standing up after copious amounts of beer and red wine at
Crankers last weekend, he managed to fit into the child’s safety seat in the back of his car. Feeling the worse
for wear, he tried to exit the car but forgot that he had set the doors on Kiddie lock. The only way out was to
press the emergency button and set off the flashing lights and alarm, awaking the whole camp. Good effort
Sheepy
Hardcase had a charge against the Hare for setting a double check on the run. This although not common,
would have been accepted if the second check had included the option of the run’s actual direction. The RA
was oblivious as he had delegated this duty, so charge dismissed.
Jokes
Barrelina continued his good form and told us that his wife is resisting him setting a run from his house. The
last time she said someone stole her knickers from the washing line. She wasn’t concerned about the knickers,
but she did want the 10 pegs holding them on the line returned.
WOW:
Cookie steps onto the crate and calls out for resident Wanker Dikvan
Dikvan had a couple of nominations which included Sheep Thrills (as described above), Precious leaving hash
gear behind, Buckley for wearing his shirt back to front. Voodoo, Flasher and XYZ also got some mention but
it was easy to tell that the RA had little interest and had only one person on his mind ----- KAZI.
KAZI was awarded the shirt for taking on board Wimpy’s suggestion to spray the RA.
KAZI took the shirt willingly vowing to present the perpetrator Wimpy with the shirt next week.
Run Report
It was fitting that the Hare - Cookie should be awarded for all his hard work on the night, by allocating his
best mate Hardcase to give the Run report. Hardcase being the honourable hasher that he is, gave an
unbiased view that the Run, on balance, was good. He said that the trail started well towards the river, looped
into the suburbs to finally end up running westwards along the river track. He was not happy with the double
check and particularly the second one, which missed the vital arrow for true direction, but complimented
Bravefart, Pole Polisher and Concord for making a concerted effort to keep the running and lead walking
group together. There were questions regards lack of a drink stop especially as the group passed by Cookies
house which is currently completing construction.
So ….. 8 out of 10 which includes for the initial snacks and the hamburgers in buns to come.

Ice
No Ice this week so no need for anyone to sit down.

Next Week’s Run
Inglewood Oval , Joint with West Coast in charge. Theme: ANZAC day
Next week’s Van driver:
Precious (standing in for Duffy)
FOOD: BYO
Hash Lunch: TBA
Hares Act
The Hare recreated an old favourite with the three mates standing at a urinal talking footy. When the middle
one asks for a light for his cigarette it requires a shuffling and swapping of hands, to vital parts of each body to
complete the task. Well done, Cookie, Bravefart and Popeye for putting on a show.
Hares song: Delegation, he likes delegation. First, he uses Bravefart, then he uses Poley. Bravefart – Poley,
Bravefart –Poley , Oh…… Delegation its what he likes to do.
- This song is becoming all too familiar!!
Song:
Capt Hook closes the circle with – Raise your Mugs
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C-Man / Donka 23/52
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Trinidad & Tobago 2022

Busselton Hash – Hung’s 10th Anniversary Run

29 April – 1 May 2022

14th August 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
November 2021
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Scottish Translation sheet
Crivvens

: astonishment, horror

Jings

: Surprise

help ma boab

: goodness me, Crickey.

Jist fan we thoct that

: Just when we thought that.

Anuther stotter

: another great one

There’s nuthin lik it

: There’s nothing like it.

Bit o’ a puir turn oot the day

: Bit of a poor turn out today.

I doot a’body’s over celebrated

: I believe that everybody has over celebrated.

Fit Braw

: isn’t it great.

Wait a meenit

: wait a minute.

Weel, michty me – fit a nicht

: Well, would you believe it, what a night

Au can hardly believe whit went on : I can hardly believe what went on.
I widdna be deed for quids

: I would not be dead for any amount of money.

Weel, fit a cup-a-la days we’ve hid. : well, what a couple of days we have had
Siclones iverywhere,

: Cyclones everywhere

damage an-a

: damage as well

Braw nicht the nicht though

: It’s a very nice night tonight though.

